OAK ALLEY PLANTATION

A National Historic Landmark

EXPLORE. EXPERIENCE. LEARN. RETURN.

Going Beyond the "Big House"
Phase 1: The Narrative & Visitor Experience
From its grand alley of oaks to its open spaces,
Oak Alley’s Landscape tells the story of a plantation over time.
Oak Alley Plantation’s 28 historic acres and antebellum “Big House” belong to a nonprofit trust, Oak Alley Foundation. Established by Josephine Armstrong Stewart,
Oak Alley’s historic grounds and exhibits provide visitors an opportunity to explore all facets of this historic site’s history. We invite you to share the importance of our
preservation efforts and new enhancements to the visitor experience.
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ReDiscover Oak Alley

This institutional initiative invites the public
to reconsider the iconic site they thought
they knew—starting with its famous trees.
Drawing on the first comprehensive research effort since the establishment of the
Oak Alley Foundation, the visitor experience now includes previously unshared histories and embraces the often-terrible complexity of what ‘sugar plantation’ means.
In tandem to bringing new narratives to the
visitor experience and a new mansion tour,
ReDiscover Oak Alley also looks to correct
decades-old legends, including its namesake, the famous Alley—not planted by
some unknown French settler, but as part of
a massive landscape endeavor.
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Ceate YOUR Experience

Sharing the plantation's history through interpretive exhibits on the historic grounds provides
visitors the opportunity to explore at their own
pace and in their own time. All visitors alike are
welcomed to explore each exhibit and reflect on
the history of the plantation while having the
opportunity to engage with knowledgable staff.
Visitors are able to learn about "Life Inside the
Big House" during a guided visit of the mansion.
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More than just the “Big House”

Correcting the myth of a ‘plantation’ being
just the house, Oak Alley established a
series of exhibits that cover sugarcane, the
enslaved community, and 200 years of
people who occupied the estate.
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The Oak Alley
“Conversation Series”

Challenging expected methods of
experiencing a historic site, Oak Alley’s
‘Conversation Series’ was launched as a
way of enriching the visitor experience and
addressing visitors’ needs as they confront
difficult history in the 'Slavery at Oak Alley'
exhibit. Expanding to other areas on the
site, Site Interpreters share very brief talks
on the people and history of Oak Alley,
that serve as a jumping-off point for dialog
and discussion, creating a visitor-specific
experience.

Phase 2:
The Landscape
Over time, several gardens and ornamental plantings
were established by the many residents of Oak Alley. The
sprawling lawns and open pastures dotted with mature
trees, ornamental gardens and agriculture crops have
come to define the character of Oak Alley's landscape.
Visitors have had the opportunity to witness many of these
but most notably the formal gardens and alley of oaks.
Opportunities exist to weave these elements together into a
tapestry of history and cultural landscape.
The 1920's garden on the east lawn has been restored &
expanded upon Josephine Stewart's passion for gardening.
A new garden on the west lawn reflects plantings of the
1840-1860's giving visitors a chance to better understand
plantation gardens from the perspective of Antoine, the
enslaved gardener, as well as Jacques and Celina Roman,
plantation owners.

Insider Tips for Booking a Group Visit

TIMING IS
EVERYTHING

BEYOND THE
"BIG HOUSE"
A plantation is not just a house.
It's more than buildings and
furnshings. The real story lies
within the individuals that once
resided here, either by choice or
by bondage, that gives you real
history. These stories are shared
throughout the plantation, in all
of the exhibits and highlighted
points of interest.
Included in admissions are these
self paced exhibits that provide
an unrestricted experience, a
mansion guided tour and opportunity to interact with staff on
the historic grounds.
Here is a link to find out more
about each exhibit:
Plantation Overview.

TIME. TIME. TIME.
It is important that your group
has ample time at Oak Alley for
the full experience and opportunity to explore all of the exhibits,
points of interest and historic
grounds.
All of the exhibits, "conversations" and mansion experience
are already included in the
admission fee for your visitors
so it would be a disappointment
for them to miss any included
aspect. Be sure you plan the
itinerary to include no less than
2 hours at Oak Alley to explore
and tour.

Groups should arrive at a
minimum of 20 minutes prior
to any scheduled event. Larger
groups might need more time for
checking in and allowing use of
restroom facilities. The required
2 hours only includes time for exploring and touring. Additional
time is needed for shopping,
dining and restrooms.
For more information to provide
your driver and guide, please
visit:
www.OakAlleyPlantation.org

MAKING HISTORY
ACCESSIBLE
Oak Alley strives to continue
to provide an experience that
is interesting, enjoyable and
accessible to all visitors. Visitor
Maps and the narrative for the
guided "Big House" experience
are available in brochure format
in 10 different languages including: French, Spanish, German,
Italian, Japanese, Chinese,
Danish, Russian, Portugese and
English for hearing impaired
visitors. Guests that are unable
to climb the stairs to the second
flooir of the mansion are invited
to explore that portion of the
mansion visit via an iPad in the
Media Room (located on the 1st
floor of the mansion).

Penny Scioneaux

Director of Sales
pscioneaux@OakAlleyPlantation.org

Tours & Special Events

3645 Highway 18
Vacherie, LA 70090
Office: 225.265.2151
Fax: 225.265.7035
www.OakAlleyPlantation.org

A National Historic Landmark operated by Oak Alley Foundation

OVER 200 YEARS AGO...
Oak Alley was just a land claim on a map and has since served many
purposes: a sugar plantation, a rice farm, a chicken farm, a cattle
ranch and a country home.

TODAY...
Oak Alley is a National Historic Landmark, dedicated to preserving and
interpreting the history its inhabitants left behind. With an emphasis on
its time as a sugar plantation, visitors are invited to walk under its iconic
alley, experience the exhibits, interact with staff, and leave with a richer, more powerful understanding of this plantation's complex history.

Slavery at Oak Alley
Oak Alley as a sugar plantation was built by and relied on enslaved
men, women and children. This self-guided exhibit focuses on some of
the individuals who were owned and kept on the plantation, their lives
and living conditions. Throughout the day, Site Interpreters share
stories through a Conversation Series and are on hand for additional
questions.

The "Big House" Exhibit
This guided experience provides visitors an opportunity to explore
"plantation life" inside the "Big House" and its inhabitants. The
Foundation has demonstrated its commitment to historical integrity by
creating an Artifact Room to highlight objects that speak to the plantation’s past, the Roman family and Louisiana history.

The Sugarcane Theater Exhibit
Sugarcane shaped the history of this region and created great
wealth for many planters. This exhibit shares history about the
Roman family empire and a display about the cultivation of sugarcane from the 1800’s to today, as well as a video about sugarcane
processing.

The Landscape
Oak Alley Plantation has, for a very long time, been synonymous
with the story of “the unknown French Settler planted the Alley 300 years ago.” The trees weren’t planted over 300 years
ago. Using land grant records and archaeology reports, we have
learned that this story is not possible.
Oak Alley's Landscape "Conversation Series" provides visitors an
opportunity to interact with Site Interpreters and learn about the
research on the creation of this alley of oaks.

1905-1911
Hotard & Pittman:
E.O. Hotard and J. Pittman were experienced in
the challenges that came with a sugar plantation.
Mr. Hotard had worked as an overseer for over
a decade, while PIttman owned his own estate
in Bayou Lafourche. They knew the market could
fluctuate; were prepared for weather aberrations and
labor issues. In short, they were some of the better
prepared Oak Alley owners.
No amount of experience, however, could prepare
the gentlemen for what followed their purchase. An
early freeze ruined their
J. Pittman
initial cane crop and a storm
destroyed the most important building on a
plantation: the sugar mill. No sooner had it been
rebuilt when a particularly bad storm spawned
a tornado which resulted in additional damage.
Extensive flooding then damaged hundreds of
acres, forcing sharecroppers at the back of the
Report in the LA Planter & Sugar
plantation to abandon their homes and live on
Manufacturer of an accident at Oak
Alley. Accidents, particularly in the
flatboats until the water subsided.
sugar house, were a harsh reality.

In addition to the blows Mother Nature delivered, Hotard became
embroiled in a legal dispute with the Iberville Planting and
Manufacturing Co. His attention divided and resources non-existant,
Hotard and Pittman put the plantation up for auction, only to have
their notes extended by the bank at the last minute. It was only
a temporary reprieve however, and in 1911, they sold it to a Mr.
Rosenberg, from New Orleans.

1909 Auction Announcement and Postponement

The People of Oak Alley
This exhibit shares the chapter of life after the Romans through an
evolving exhibit: the People at Oak Alley. This particularly important
addition shares, for the first time, the history of the plantation in the
post-emancipation era, its time as a rice farm, an investment property
and even a cattle ranch. From its grand alley of Oaks to its open spaces, Oak Alley’s Landscape tells the story of a plantation over time.

Highlighted Points of Interest
In addition to the exhibits on the grounds, additional points of interests are
highlighted in a visitor guide provided with each admission. These points
of interest include the Stewart Gardens, the Roman Family Tomb, not to
mention, the plantation's namesake, the Alley of Oaks.

Oak Alley Plantation's historic grounds are owned and operated by Oak Alley Foundation. The Foundation was created in 1969 by
Josephine Armstrong Stewart, last owner and resident of Oak Alley Plantation.
Mission Statement: Oak Alley Foundation is a 501(c)(3) public non-profit trust organized and operated exclusively for charitable, literary
and educational purposes. Its trustees are charged with maintaining and preserving the mansion (Big House) and surrounding twenty-eight (28) acre National Historic Landmark site for public exhibition as an historical monument to the times and area in which the property was built and for the instruction, education, enlightenment, information, edification and cultural benefit of the citizens of the State of
Louisiana, the United States and the public generally.

